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Abstract
Although just one line longer than the quatrain, which is the predominant
stanza length in Russian verse, the quintain occurs far less often, as a rule
accounting for no more than several percent of a poet’s oeuvre. After suggesting that the unavoidable asymmetry of this relatively brief stanza
form may help account for its infrequent use, I examine a corpus of 300 poems
in 5-line stanzas written since the early 19th century. The analysis reveals
the relative frequency of the possible rhyme schemes and shows how this
form has evolved from the 19th century through the Modernist era and
into more recent times. Topics explored include the types of heterostanzaic
poems and linked stanzas that have appeared, the metrical affinities of
the 5-line stanza, and its stanza rhythm (the frequency of stressing in each
line) as compared to that of quatrains. While the rhyme schemes and
types of heterostanzaic poems have generally become more varied over
the years, the quintain’s limited range of meters and its main stanza
rhythms ultimately suggest that poets still tend to fall back on certain
familiar formal templates when employing this less common stanza.

1

Introduction

The predominant stanza form for Russian verse, as for many poetic traditions, has
been the quatrain. In contrast, the quintain, or 5-line stanza, has consistently occu pied a relatively modest position. An analysis of more than 3100 stanzaic poems written between 1735 and 1816 shows that fewer than 3% of these were composed in
quintains (Smith 1977: 188). For that period as a whole, 5-line stanzas occupied the
sixth position in terms of utilization, with quatrains, 10-line stanzas (thanks to the
popularity of the ode), then 8-line and 6-line stanzas as well as sonnets all appearing
more often. Although the 10-line stanza has long since become a very minor form, the
quintain has at best made modest gains. A broad survey of stanza usage by thirteen
poets, from Lomonosov and Zhukovsky to Brodsky and Kushner, found that about 2/3
of the stanzaic poems used quatrains, a little less than 1/8 employed 8-line stanzas,
and about 1/12 were written in 6-line stanzas. Quintains, like couplets, only accounted
for about one poem in 20 (Scherr 2014: appendix). Traditional forms, like terza rima,
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were not the focus of that study, but since the Silver Age one such form, the sonnet,
has clearly become more common than 5-line stanzas. M. L. Gasparov (2000: 323), in
listing the frequency of various stanza forms, provided percentages for couplets, quatrains, 6-line stanzas and 8-line stanzas; however, whatever 5-line stanzas he located
were simply grouped among “other” forms, a further indication that they have
largely remained in the shadows over the years.
In this regard Russian resembles most and possibly all other verse traditions: quintains tend to appear only occasionally and rarely attract special attention. However,
English poetry does have a popular single-stanza form—the limerick, which is generally humorous, sometimes nonsensical and occasionally bawdy. For instance,
A.H. Reginald Butler composed this well-known instance: “There was a young lady
named Bright / Whose speed was far faster than light; / She started one day / In a rela tive way / And returned on the previous night.” In the most common form, illustrated
here, verses are ternary, with lines 1, 2 and 5 in trimeters, while lines 3 and 4 consist
of dimeters. The rhyme scheme is aabba, one of the less common patterns found
among Russian poets. Perhaps because the limerick is both popular and associated
with light verse, most English-language poets, like their Russian counterparts, have
employed it only occasionally. Still, at least one poem familiar to every American
schoolchild is written in 5-line stanzas: Robert Frost’s “The Road Not Taken,” rhyming
abaab. Many other major poets have turned to the form at least occasionally: Poe and
Browning in the 19th century, and Yeats and Auden in the 20th, with the latter using it
for more than one poem in blank verse.
The Russian tradition lacks any 5-line form that even approaches the limerick’s popularity, nor do any of its poets use it in more than a relatively small portion of their
verse. Even some of the poets who have experimented with a wide range of meters
and rhythms are nonetheless limited in their use of stanzaic forms and virtually
avoid quintains. Pasternak is one such poet: throughout his career the great majority
of his stanzas contain precisely four lines, and he does not seem to have found quin tains congenial. Thus in his three late collections—Na rannikh poezdakh,
Stikhotvoreniia Doktora Zhivago, and Kogda razguliaetsia—the only groupings of five
lines are to be found in three poems that contain stanzas of varying lengths, while in
the first of these collections, where 41 of the 44 poems consist solely of quatrains,
there is not a single 5-line stanza to be found. Other poets, such as Joseph Brodsky,
despite being far more innovative in their use of stanza forms, nonetheless have only
a couple of poems written entirely in quintains. And yet, for all the reluctance of
some poets to use this stanza, for others it has served as a worthy alternative to the
quatrain and the more common stanza lengths, so that it has remained a part of the
verse repertoire and has appeared in some strikingly original ways up to the present
day. The goals of this study are thus several: to point to the quintain’s wide range of
possibilities, to suggest reasons for its seemingly limited appeal, to single out the
forms that have appeared most often in Russian verse, and—over the major part of
the study—to describe its evolution in Russian verse since the 19th century as well as
note its metrical affinities and rhythmic characteristics.
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1.1 The corpus of material
The findings below are based on 300 poems. Of these, 100 are by poets who were
active exclusively in the 19th century, 100 are by poets who came to prominence during the age of Modernism, when there was a great deal of experimentation in Russian
poetry, and the final 100 are by poets who first began to publish in the 1920s or later.
All the poems consist of at least two stanzas (that is, “single-stanza” quintains—poems
that contain only five lines in their entirety—have been excluded). Nearly all the
works examined consist exclusively of 5-line stanzas although in several cases I have
also analyzed poems where, for the sake of closure, poets have attached a brief envoi
or a single stanza that differs in length from the others. From the 19th century, I have
chosen works by 13 poets: Viazemskii, Del’vig, Pushkin, Tiutchev, Iazykov,
Benediktov, Lermontov, Aleksei Tolstoi, Polonskii, Fet, Grigor’ev, Apukhtin and
Nadson. In most cases, I have included all or nearly all the quintains written by these
poets. From this period Fet has the most poems in this form, followed by Tiutchev—
though as a percentage of his total oeuvre, Tiutchev uses 5-line stanzas more frequently. The Silver Age features more poets who used numerous quintains; Briusov
has about 50 poems in this form, and Bal’mont, who wrote more than 2000 poems,
has 100. In their two cases I selected only 18 quintains from each, and then took most
or all of the 5-line stanzas written by the following figures: Viacheslav Ivanov,
Gippius, Lokhvitskaia, Kuzmin, Blok, Gumilev, Mandel’shtam, and Georgii Ivanov. The
most recent period, in keeping with the relative conservatism that distinguishes the
use of stanzaic forms by Russian poets since the period of Modernism (Baevskii [1976: 53]
noted that nearly 90% of the stanzaic poems from the mid-20th century were written
in quatrains), has seen fewer poets employ 5-line stanzas with any regularity. Thus
nearly half the quintains examined here come from the large body of work in that
form by Kushner.1 The others are by Antolkol’skii, Tarkovskii, Chinnov, Morits, Loseff,
Kublanovskii, Elena Shvarts and Sedakova.

1.2 Individual tendencies
Various proclivities are sometimes evident among the poets who have used this form:
they may show a striking preference for certain rhyme schemes or their interest in
5-line stanzas may wax and wane from one period to the next. This is particularly the
case among some of the poets who employ quintains only occasionally. Thus Aleksei
Tolstoi preferred just two variants for his quintains: he has three iambic pentameter
poems that rhyme AbAAb, and four poems with the same rhyme scheme but with the
feminine and masculine rhymes switched (aBaaB). In these four works the “a” lines
are in amphibrachic tetrameter and the “B” lines in trimeter. Gumilev’s three poems
in quintains all date from 1907 or 1908, while Sedakova’s interest in the form has
been confined both to a specific period (the mid-1970s) and to poems in either
anapestic or amphibrachic tetrameter. Other poets changed over the years. Kushner
1

According to Laletina–Lutsiuk–Tver’ianovich (2008: 540), through 2006 Kushner had already
composed 78 poems consisting entirely of 5-line stanzas.
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seems to have approached 5-line stanzas only gradually, but then has collections
where they are particularly in evidence. For example, Kushner (1991) contains
115 poems, of which quintains are found in 12, or 10.4%, an unusually high frequency
of occurrence for a good-sized collection. (Seven of the 12 are among those in the corpus for this study.) Tiutchev has few early quintains; the great bulk of his work in this
form dates from 1850 on. Fet, conversely, writes few 5-line stanzas after 1860, with
most dating from the earlier portion of his mature period. In his early years Blok’s
5-line stanzas are all in either AbAAb or aBaaB, but six of the eight poems in quintains from 1908 and on employ linked stanzas, a form otherwise quite rare. Thus,
when generalizing about the salient qualities of quintains it needs to be kept in mind
that individual poets often use the form in idiosyncratic ways.

2

Rhyme schemes for the quintain

Quatrains only have three basic rhyme schemes, depending on whether the rhyme is
alternating (ABAB), adjacent (AABB) or enclosed (ABBA).2 Of course, differences in the
clausula multiply the combinations than can appear: the A and B rhymes may be
either masculine or feminine, or, less commonly, dactylic or even hyperdactylic. In
addition, the entire stanza may use a single rhyme, while one or more lines in a
stanza may be unrhymed. And of course all of the rhyme scheme and clausula combinations may be written in any of the many meters found in Russian poetry. In other
words, this relatively small number of schemes masks a wide range of possibilities.
With quintains, the number of basic rhyme schemes goes from 3 to 10, while stanzas
written all in one rhyme form an eleventh possibility. TAB. 1 does not distinguish
between the types of clausulae but instead categorizes the poems in this corpus just
by the general rhyme scheme that is used throughout; those poems that employ more
than one scheme, contain unrhymed lines, or feature linked stanzas are grouped separately.
That a single scheme (ABAAB) should emerge as predominant is not especially surprising: after all, in quatrains alternating rhyme occurs far more often than either adja cent or enclosed rhyme. Still, with so many other possibilities it is striking to see one
form used so often: not only in 45.3% of all quintains, but in 63.3% of the 215 poems
that employ a single form throughout. Perhaps even more unexpected is the relatively small number of forms that achieve any degree of acceptance among poets. Just
three others (AABAB, ABABA, ABBAB) appear more than 10 times. One form does not appear
at all in the poems of this corpus written in homogenous stanzas, and five forms are
found only in the work of a single poet: both the AAAAA poems are by Briusov; Kuzmin,
who wrote the one work in AABBB, also composed all four of the AABBA poems (the main
rhyme scheme for the limerick); the form ABABB appears just in a single work by Fet;
2

Small capitals describe a rhyme scheme, independent of the clausulae. As is generally
accepted, I will use small letters to designate masculine clausulae (where rhyme and last
stress fall on the final syllable of a line), capitals for feminine line endings (2-syllable
rhyme), capital plus ’ for dactylic clausulae (rhyme from the third to last syllable) and
capital plus ” for hyperdactylic endings, where the final stress is still further back.
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Rhyme schemes

No. of poems % of total

AAAAA

2

AAABB

0

0.00

AABAB

30

10.00

AABBA

4

1.33

AABBB

1

0.33

ABAAB

136

45.33

ABABA

22

7.33

ABABB

1

0.33

ABBAA

4

1.33

ABBAB

14

4.67

ABBBA

1

0.33

215

71.67

UNRHYMED

6

2.00

PARTLY UNRHYMED

9

3.00

52

17.33

SUBTOTAL

HETEROSTANZAIC
LINKED
TOTAL

0.67

18

6.00

300

100.00

TAB. 1: Usage of rhyme schemes

and Viazemskii provides the sole example of a poem in ABBBA.3 On the other hand, the
four poems in ABBAA were written by four different poets: Tiutchev, Bal’mont, Kuzmin
and Mandel’shtam.
Russian poets writing 5-line stanzas have tended to avoid rhyme schemes with a concluding rhymed couplet. Only 8 of the 215 poems, or less than 4%, end with a paired
rhyme (AA or BB), and in two of those cases the quintains consist of a single rhyme
(AAAAA) throughout. This tendency may well account for the appearance of the stanza
ABABB only once in the corpus, whereas the otherwise similar stanza ABBAB occurs
14 times. Triple rhymes are similarly avoided, with no instances of AAABB in poems
employing a single rhyme scheme, and only one each of ABBBA and AABBB. Furthermore,
a weaker but still prominent tendency to avoid a couplet at the beginning is also evi dent: 178 poems begin AB and just 37 AA. Only one form, ABABA, avoids adjacent rhyme
entirely, but the more popular rhyme schemes have no more than one instance of
adjacent rhyme; thus ABBAB occurs much more often than AABBA or ABBAA. A likely reason
for these preferences stems from the predominance of alternating rhyme in Russian:
three of the four most common forms are similar to a quatrain in alternating rhyme
with an extra A-rhymed line inserted, most commonly after line three of the quatrain,
but also after line 1 or 4.4 The other common form has a B rhyme added after the second
3
4

While extremely rare in poems using a single form throughout, this ABBBA stanza does serve
as one of the forms used in five heterostanzaic poems from our corpus.
Tomashevskii (1958: 78) sees the AbAAb stanza as resulting from a “doubling” of the third
line in a quatrain with alternate rhyme, ascribing quintains’ “neutrality” in terms of genre
to their similarity to the widely-used quatrains. His view of the quintain as an expanded
quatrain has become the norm among those few scholars who have discussed the form.
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line. Meanwhile, as we shall see, some of the least common rhyme schemes appear on
occasion in those poems that are heterostanzaic—apparently, poets have felt freer to
use these rare forms when they are not in isolation but employed with at least one
other type of quintain.

2.1 The historical context
Smith not only lists all the quintains in his corpus (1977: 371-376), but also offers several observations regarding the prevalence of particular rhyme schemes (see especially 219-221). More than other stanza lengths in the 18th century, quintains reveal a
tendency to incorporate unrhymed lines. Indeed, no fewer than 50 (61%) of the
poems in 5-line stanzas are partially unrhymed and another 8 (9.7%) eschew rhyme
entirely (185). All but two of the 50 partially rhymed poems employ forms that consist
of four rhymed lines followed by a single unrhymed line (220); thus there can be a
temptation to read them as quatrains with an extra line tacked on. More than a third
of the poems employ more than one variation of the quintain rather than homogenous stanzas (182). Finally. just one fully rhymed poem in Smith’s corpus contains a
single type of clausulae—in this particular case, all masculine.
Only the latter trait holds generally true for the verse examined in this article.
Quintains typically contain different types of clausulae, most often an alteration of
masculine and feminine rhymes. Among the 100 poems from the 19th century, the
period closest to that examined by Smith, just three are written with all masculine or
all feminine rhyme (TAB. 2). However, in other regards the 18th century is quite dif ferent. Poems containing more than one stanza form are much less common after ward: 17.3% for the entire corpus examined here as opposed to roughly twice that
percentage in Smith (182).5 Furthermore, the bulk of the poems employing more than
one stanza form occur in the 20th century; few of the poems in the 19th century are
heterostanzaic, as though its poets were trying to distance themselves from their predecessors. The greatest distinction, though, is in the frequency of partially rhymed
poems: just 3% for the sample as a whole and 5% during the 19th century, as opposed
to 61% in the 18th. In other words, already by the 19th century poets had largely broken away from the 18th-century model, when quintains often resembled a quatrain
with an additional unrhymed line. Instead, 5-line stanzas were being cultivated as a
distinct form that could assume a place within the predominant Russian tradition of
fully rhymed lyric poetry.

5

Kholshevnikov (1987: 31) similarly describes quintains as originating from the “doubling” of
one line in a quatrain, while noting that the ABABA stanza is the one common variant that
does not involve a “doubling.” Laletina–Lutsiuk–Tver’ianovich (2008: 541) say that
Kushner’s favored 5-line stanzas, AABAB and ABAAB, are “perceived by readers as a quatrain in
alternating rhyme with a doubling of the first or third line.”
It should be noted that I count poems in which the rhyme scheme remains the same but
clausulae are reversed (e.g., AbAAb/aBaaB) as homogenous and Smith would label these as
heterogenous. Thus the differences are not quite as sharp as indicated here, but they are
still significant.
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2.2 Factors inhibiting the use of quintains
In one of the few scholarly examination of the quintain, Klenin (2002: 286-91) has
analyzed Fet’s 5-line stanzas in some detail. She points to the inherent asymmetry of
his favorite schema (ABAAB, usually realized as AbAAb), but notes that Fet often would
offset that asymmetry by semantically privileging the middle line of a stanza as well
as by creating a strong sense of closure. In some cases Fet would also create an interplay between the tension of an asymmetric rhyme scheme and a poem’s thematic
content. While Klenin does not generalize from Fet’s practice, it is easy to see that the
eccentric structure of a 5-line stanza (which in most cases contains both adjacent and
alternating rhyme in an uneasy juxtaposition) has tended to give poets pause. As
Klenin notes, the ABABA form is symmetrical in terms of its rhyme scheme (and lacks
adjacent rhyme). However, that form still has an inherent imbalance, with one rhyme
appearing three times and the other only twice. As Tomashevskii (1958: 56–57) has
noted, lines of verse tend to group naturally into pairs. Thus in a way it is easier to
create a series of quatrains, which in many cases readily fall into a 2+2 symmetry that
cannot exist in a 5-line stanza.
At the same time the relative brevity of the 5-line stanza limits its possibilities. The
most common form of the 8-line stanza simply joins two quatrains together, most
often as ABABCDCD, thus perhaps explaining why this length generally is second only to
the quatrain in its frequency of use. In addition, 6- and 10-line stanzas, while a bit
more complicated in structure than a double quatrain, also benefit from a sense of
balance or symmetry, which is relatively easy to achieve with an even number of
lines. Granted, fairly intricate patterns can become widely accepted. In ottava rima,
which has enjoyed some popularity among Russian poets, the first two rhymes each
appear three times before a concluding couplet (ABABABCC). However, the very intermediate length of the quintain, like that of quatrains and 6-line stanzas, would seem to
have hindered it from becoming canonic in any of its manifestations. Thus, on the
one hand, the five lines of the quintain as opposed to the four of the quatrain would
seem to be as conducive—if not more so—for expressing the individual motifs that
appear over the course of a lyric poem. On the other though, the quintain’s innate
sense of imbalance along with the particular length that does not lend itself to establishing a traditional form like the ottava rima, have together, it would seem, relegated
5-line stanzas to relatively occasional use among most Russian poets.

3

Diachronic usage

3.1 Homostanzaic poems
Breaking down the basic rhyme schemes to show the use of individual clausulae over
periods reveals more about both the favored patterns and the evolution of the
Russian quintain. First and most notably, the frequency of the ABAAB stanza is much
greater in the 19th century, when it accounted for nearly 2/3 of all quintains and
about 3/4 of those written in a single form. Its predominance then drops steadily.
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Ultimately, among poets who became active since the 1920s, the two most frequent
patterns of clausulae for that scheme (AbAAb and aBaaB) occur just 22 times, the
same number of times as the AAbAb and aaBaB patterns, which barely registered in
the 19th century (TAB. 2).
A fairly strong tendency to favor forms that begin with feminine rhyme (owing much
to the popularity of the AbAAb stanza) marks the 19th century; this preference gradually declines to only a slight preponderance in the most recent period. A single poem
in the 19th century contains dactylic rhyme, which remains infrequent later as well.
The 19th century uses the fewest combinations of clausulae; the variety increases
sharply during the experimental Silver Age before falling back somewhat for the
most recent period. Poems that employ clausulae of a single type follow a similar evo lution. They are least frequent in the 19th century, when just two poems with all masculine rhyme appear and one with all feminine. Twelve such works are found in the
Silver Age, including one poem with all dactylic rhyme, and among the more recent
poets that number recedes to six poems (again, including one with all dactylic
rhymes). A couple of general conclusions can be drawn from these observations.
First, the types of 5-line stanza in use remain somewhat constrained in every period.
While that trait is most obvious in the 19th century, even during the Silver Age just
four variations of clausulae (AbAAb, aBaaB, abaab, and aBaBa) account for nearly
2/3 of the poems written with identical stanzas, and three of those four variations
employ the same basic rhyme scheme. Among poets active since the 1920s, four variations (AbAAb, aBaaB, AAbAb, and aaBaB), representing two basic rhyme schemes,
now account for nearly 3/4 of the poems with identical stanzas. Second, the 19th century is clearly a period of consolidation, when the form is seen as still new and perhaps somewhat innovative in and of itself; hence poets are cautious of using other
types than the most familiar, and there is a strong tendency not to mix various kinds
of stanzas within the same poem. By the Silver Age significantly fewer poems employ
just one form of quintain, and poets feel freer to try out less familiar rhyme schemes.
If the most recent period seems at first to be a continuation of the Silver Age, with its
further decline in the frequency of homostanzaic poems, the sharp turn away from
the ABAAB form also suggests a veering in different directions.

3.2 Unrhymed and heterostanzaic poems
The differences between periods becomes even more stark when looking at the
poems that do not consist of fully rhymed identical stanzas. Quintains that totally lack
rhyme are rare in all periods. Although partly unrhymed quintains occur most often
in the 19th century (TAB. 3), they actually reflect a certain conservatism: note that all
five instances essentially consist of a regular quatrain with a single unrhymed line
added either at the beginning or, more often, the end, much as in common 18th-century
practice. In contrast, of the two partly rhymed Silver Age poems in this corpus, one
has three unrhymed lines in the middle and a second puts the unrhymed line in the
penultimate position. One of the more recent poems with an unrhymed line moves it
around from stanza to stanza, so that it may appear in the first, third or fourth position.
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Clausulae grouped
by rhyme scheme

19th C.

AAAAA

AAAAA
aaaaa

Silver Age
2

Post-1920
poets

1
1

1
1
0

AAABB
AABAB

AAbAb
aaBaB
aabab

3

4

23

30

1
1
1

2
2

12
10
1

4

15
13
2
4

2
2
1

2
2
1

AABBA

AAbbA
aaBBa
AABBB

aabbb
ABAAB

AbAAb
aBaaB
abaab
ABAAB
A’bA’A’b
A’BA’A’B
A’B’A’A’B’
AbAAb/aBaaB
ABABA

1
43

49
12
1
1

28
7
5
1

1

1

9

1
7

6
1

aBaBB

1
1

ABBAA

AbbAA
aBBaa
AbbAA/aBBa
AbbAb
aBBaB
ABBAB

4

29
12
10
3
1
1
1
1
6
3
1

1
1
2
1

1
7

ABBAB

1
1

1

aBBBa

89
29
9
3
1
3
1
1
22
13
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
4

1
1
1
4

1
2
1
14

7

3
3

2
2
1
86

1
136

3

1

ABBBA

TOTALS

64

aBaBa
AbAbA
aB’aB’a
A’BA’BA’
A’B’A’B’A’
AbAbA/aBaBa
ABABB

Totals
2

68

61

TAB. 2: Diachronic usage of homogenous stanza forms

10
2
2
1
1
215
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Clausulae grouped by
rhyme scheme
UNRHYMED

XXXXx

19th C.

Silver Age

Post-1920
poets

Totals

1

2

3

6

1

XXXXX
5

PARTLY UNRHYMED

2

3

2

1

3

2

2

9

AABBX

1

1

A”BA”BX”

1

1

aBBax

1

1

XaBBa

1

1

AbAbx

1

1

aXXXa

1

AbAXb

1

X’AbAb/AbAxb/A’bXA’b/AbAX’b

1
1

xaBBa

1

1

1

8

12

32

52

AABAB/ABAAB

2

2

10

14

ABBAB/ABAAB

2

3

4

9

ABABA/ABAAB [OR] ABABA/ABBAB

1

1

7

9

ABABB/ABAAB

3

3

AABAB/ААBBА

1

1

HETEROSTANZAIC

1

AABAB/АBABB
ABBBA AND OTHER RHYME SCHEMES

2

2

AABBB AND OTHER RHYME SCHEMES
ABAAB AND

2 OTHERS

ABAAB AND

3 OTHERS

1

ABABA/ABBAA/ABBAB

2

1
1

5

2

2

3

5

1

1

1
16

LINKED

1
2

18

ABABA/BAABA [THROUGH RHYME]

1

1

ABCDE/ABCDE [THROUGH RHYME]

1

1

1

1

ABCAC/ABDAD

TOTAL

1

ABABC/DEDEC

1

ABACB/DEDCE

4

4

ABCAB/DECDE

6

6

ABCAB/DEDCD//ABCAB/CDEED

1

1

ABACB/CDCED/EFEGF…

1

1

14

32

2

39

3

85

TAB. 3: Diachronic usage of forms with unrhymed lines or differing stanzas
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Heterostanzaic and linked poems similarly reveal a sharp difference between the
19th century and later practice. The 19th-century corpus contains only eight heterostanzaic poems, and in each of them the widely used ABAAB stanza comprises one of
the forms. Admittedly, Polonskii and Nadson both have poems that also employ the
unusual ABBBA scheme, and Nadson has a poem that uses three different stanza types,
but none of these three poems were written before the 1870s—and in fact all the heterostanzaic poems in the nineteenth century are from the 1860s or later. It would again
appear that for much of the 19th century poets sensed that the quintain was still a
nascent form and therefore they were hesitant to be innovative in using it. Although
during the Silver Age the frequency of heterostanzaic poems was only a little higher,
the appearance of linked 5-line stanzas serves as a major development. Six of the
linked stanzas in this corpus are by Blok and six are by Briusov. Blok’s poems are
among the longest to feature this form (one has 10 stanzas, another has 12), though
he uses only the two most common patterns for linked stanzas, with either the third
or the fourth line in each pair of stanzas forming the linking rhyme. Briusov’s linked
quintains on the whole turn out to be more innovative. For instance, in one poem
(“Solntsevorot”) he manages to connect all four of its stanzas in a complicated pattern. Viacheslav Ivanov’s three poems in this manner are all unusual. “Snitsia mne
priton igornyi” has the first, second and fourth lines all forming the link, so that the
two stanzas rhyme ABCAC ABDAD. In “Trizna kreza” the same rhymes are used in
both stanzas, a phenomenon perhaps better labeled as “through rhyme.” All three
stanzas in “Vox populi” have the scheme ABCDe—that is, the corresponding lines in
each stanza rhyme with each other.
It is here that another sharp difference emerges between the Silver Age and more
recent poetry. Linked poems largely fall out of fashion after the 1910s, with the two
examples of such poems in the third part of our corpus simply using the rather simple pattern of having the fifth line of each stanza provide the link. On the other hand,
heterostanzaic poems come to comprise nearly a third of the total. Granted, more
than half of these employ the familiar ABAAB stanza as one of the components, but several exhibit a high degree of inventiveness. Only one poem in our corpus, by Kuzmin,
used the AABBB stanza for an entire poem, but that stanza then reappears in two
heterostanzaic works from this last period. Particularly striking is Arsenii
Tarkovskii’s “Pod serdtsem travy tiazheleiut rosinki,” which combines that highly
unusual stanza with AAABB, which is not used as the sole form in any poem from our
corpus. However, AAABB also shows up in two of the eight stanzas that comprise Iunna
Morits’s “Surovoi nit’iu,” which uses four different rhyme schemes in all. Igor’
Chinnov combines three relatively uncommon forms in one poem ( ABABB, ABBAB, ABBBA)
and then uses three totally different forms in another. Except for the aforementioned
poem by Tarkovskii, all the works singled out here date from the 1970s or later. Thus
if the 19th century is marked by the narrowness of the quintain’s usage and the Silver
Age by the notable introduction of linked stanzas, then the most recent period has
witnessed a sharp increase in the frequency and the variety of heterostanzaic verse
in 5-line stanzas.
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The metrical repertoire of quintains

The overall metrical repertoire of the Russian quintain roughly adheres to the practice of Russian poets during each period, though there are a few notable exceptions.
While the divisions into periods that Gasparov (2000: 316) created in compiling his
table of Russian poetry’s metrical repertoire do not correspond precisely to those
delineated in TAB. 4, several of the columns in his chart contain data that allow for an
approximate comparison.
As Smith (1977: 219-220) observed, quintains in the 18th century employed a rather
narrow range of meters, while exhibiting several distinctive traits. Relatively high
proportions of these poems were written in trochaic or non-classical meters. The
iambic and especially the trochaic poems also tended to feature mixed forms more
frequently than for the period as a whole, with the iambic hexameter and trochaic
tetrameter consequently being used less often than expected. By the 19th century that
situation changed. Our corpus includes only one 19th-century poem in a non-classical
meter, while trochees as a whole, if anything, appear somewhat less often than in
other verse of the time. Notably, the metrical repertoire employed in 19th-century
verse shows even less variety than that of the 18th-century. None of the 19th-century
poems in the corpus employ iambic trimeter, while all but one of the trochaic poems
are written in trochaic tetrameter, thereby making that specific meter slightly overrepresented. If half the quintains are in either iambic or trochaic tetrameter, then for
the 19th century overall only about a third of the poems are written in those two
meters. The total amount of ternary poetry is roughly what would be expected,
though anapests instead of amphibrachs occupy the lead position, even if by a small
margin. As with the rhyme schemes, poets seemed to approach the quintain with a
degree of conservatism, for the most part relying on the more widely used meters.
Perhaps surprisingly, iambic tetrameter and trochaic tetrameter together account for
even more of the quintains during the Silver Age. In Gasparov’s survey for the period
of 1890-1935—which is the time frame in which all but four of the 100 Silver Age
quintains in our corpus were composed—nearly a fifth of the poems are written in
iambic tetrameter and approximately the same amount in non-classical verse.
Trochaic tetrameter verse makes up just over 8% of the works examined. In
Gasparov’s table, the sum for all the trochaic meters is 21.3% (versus 33% here), while
that for all iambic verse is 44.5%—not very different than the percentage of that verse
in Silver Age quintains. What, then, are the main differences? First, the range of
meters for the quintains is considerably narrower. The non-classical poetry
(logaoedic, dol’nik, taktovik, accentual and free verse) that became widely used during this period is significantly underrepresented, appearing not quite a third as often
as in all verse. While the percentage for all iambic verse is close to the period’s norm,
the tetrameter predominates over the other iambic lines much more in quintains.
And the same is even more evident for trochaic verse. Second, the frequency of the
trochaic tetrameter is as striking as the avoidance of non-classical verse: it occurs
approximately three times more often than expected. Third, as in the 19th century,
anapests are somewhat overrepresented and amphibrachs underrepresented, though
here the numbers are too small to allow for firm conclusions.
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Meters:
Iambic

19th C.
64
I3
I4
I5
I6
Mixed

Trochaic
T3
T4
T5
T6
Mixed
Ternary
Dactyls
Amphibrachs
Anapests
Mixed ternary
Nonclassical
TOTAL

231

36
8
12
8
15
1
14

20
3
7
9
1
1
100

Silver Age
49
2
30
8
3
6
33
1
25
3
1
3
12
2
2
8

Post-1920 poets
48
2
9
12
9
16
5

6
100

8
100

2

3
39
5
14
20

Totals
161
4
75
28
24
30
53
2
41
3
1
6
71
10
23
37
1
15
300

TAB. 4: Metrical data

While it is difficult to be certain, it is quite possible that poets felt that 5-line stanzas
were themselves an unusual form and hence resorted to more established meters
rather than the newly emergent types of verse. Notably, for some poets at least, the
trochaic tetrameter became the favored form for their more inventive quintains.
Perhaps the most striking example in our corpus is that of Blok. Six of the 13 works by
him in our corpus employ the trochaic tetrameter—that is, just under half. Yet in his
poetry as a whole only 7.2% of his poems (91 out of 1260) use this meter (Rudnev
1972: 236, 267). What is more, five of the six instances when he uses linked stanzas
are written in trochaic tetrameter, as is one of his two heterostanzaic poems. Or con sider Viacheslav Ivanov: he wrote the two unrhymed quintains from this period, and
both are in trochaic tetrameter, as are three of his four heterostanzaic poems and two
of those with linked stanzas (the other is in trochaic pentameter). Conversely, all five
of Ivanov’s poems that employ a single type of rhymed 5-line stanza are written in
iambic meter (and in three of those instances iambic tetrameter).
That reliance on trochaic tetrameter for the most innovative poetry essentially disappears among the more recent poets. Now iambic and trochaic tetrameter verse
together appear in just 11 poems, less than half the frequency in Gasparov’s table (the
end date of which is about 25 years before that of our corpus, though there is still significant overlap). The iambic verse is more varied, though the relative frequency of
individual iambic meters departs from the period as a whole, with nine instances of
iambic hexameter (which occurs in less than 1% of all verse for the period) and sixteen of mixed iambs—about three times the expected amount. If trochees were overrepresented in the previous period, they are now sharply underrepresented with just
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5 instances, as opposed to 20% overall in Gasparov’s table. The use of non-classical
verse remains modest, though it is a little closer to the norm for this period than was
the case during the Silver Age. Ternary verse in general was fairly common during
the Soviet period, appearing in 22.8% of the poems surveyed by Gasparov, but for
quintains the percentage is significantly higher, and not far below that for iambic
verse. Once again, anapests appear somewhat more often than expected in relation to
the other two ternary meters. For the most part poets tend to use a wide range of
meters for their quintains (Tarkovskii, for instance, employs seven different meters
for the 10 poems by him in our corpus; the eight poems by Loseff display seven
meters), without showing the same affinities between meters and stanza forms that
characterized the Silver Age. On the one hand, this picture suggests that 5-line stanzas
have become more of a “regular” verse form, with poets not confining their use of it
to just a very limited number of meters. However, that variety on the individual level
masks a certain metrical conservatism in the overall utilization of meters. The great
majority of amphibrachic and anapestic poems, for instance, employ trimeter or
tetrameter lines, the most common forms for these ternary meters. Entire poems in
very short lines (such as iambic dimeter) or very long lines (anapestic pentameter,
trochaic octameter) are not represented in the corpus, even though some of the poets
surveyed here have used such lines on occasion.

5

Stanza rhythm

G. Shengeli (1923: 109-121) was the first to notice that the average amount of stressing
on a line depended on its position in a stanza. More specifically, he began by examin ing the various rhythmic forms. He saw that the fully-stressed (first) form tended to
appear most often on the first line of certain types of stanza and then went on to note
patterns in the distribution of the heavier and more lightly stressed forms. In a later
study (1960: 174-86), after collecting extensive data for iambic and trochaic tetrameter quatrains, he confirmed some of his earlier results and noted a similar pattern for
both meters, with the first line more heavily stressed and then average stressing
decreasing line by line throughout the stanza, thereby creating a distinct “stanza
rhythm.” Since then a relatively small number of scholars have made some significant advances in the methodology employed by Shengeli. 6 Thus G. S. Smith (1980)
noted how the frequency of weakly stressed words in metrically strong positions and
hypermetrical stressing can affect the comparative strength of lines in the stanza; in a
later article (Smith 1981), he demonstrated that simply a reversal of the feminine and
masculine lines in alternately rhymed quatrains (that is, AbAb quatrains as opposed
to those that rhyme aBaB) can lead to differing stanza rhythms. In the sole effort to
look at the evolution of stanza rhythm, M. L. Gasparov (1989) discovered that stanza
rhythm for iambic tetrameter quatrains rhyming AbAb differed from century to century, with the pattern discerned by Shengeli applicable to the 19th century but not to
the 18th or 20th. He also looked at other clausula patterns for iambic quatrains, at
6

For a more extensive survey of the research on this topic, see Scherr (2017).
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trochaic tetrameter quatrains, at stanzas of other lengths, and at verse written in
iambic and trochaic pentameter. It is important to point out that all these scholars are
pointing to general propensities; the distribution of more and less heavily stressed
lines in a particular work (or for the verse of a particular poet) may differ from the
overall results.
To describe stanza rhythm with the precision that characterizes the studies of these
scholars requires identifying a significantly large body of verse that is written in the
same meter and has the same alternation of masculine and feminine lines. The frequency with which poets employ quatrains as well as such meters as the iambic and
trochaic tetrameter and pentameter means that there is more than adequate material
for establishing the chief rhythmic tendencies of quatrains in those meters. And the
same is true for some other stanza forms that, at least during certain periods,
appeared in adequate numbers (Shengeli 1923: 113-121; Gasparov 1989: 142-145;
Scherr 2017: 131-135). Because only small numbers of 5-line stanzas occur and the
formal features they may assume are quite varied, it is difficult to identify a body of
poems—all with the same rhyme scheme, clausulae, and meter—that is sufficiently
extensive to allow for meaningful analysis. However, the iambic tetrameter appears
often enough in the widely used AbAAb stanza during the 19th century and the Silver
Age to allow for some tentative observations (see TAB. 5). The overall stanza rhythm
for these quintains closely resembles that found by Gasparov (1989: 135-136) in the
AbAb quatrain from the 19th and early 20th centuries, with the first line most
strongly stressed and a more or less steady falling off until the last line, which is
stressed the least often. The verse by the Silver Age poets, when isolated from the rest,
shows two anomalies. Although, as Gasparov mentions, the average stressing generally becomes “lighter” over time, during that one period it is somewhat higher in
these 5-line stanzas. Also, the second and fifth lines receive more frequent stressing
than expected. Both anomalies, of course, could result from the relatively small samples.
The description of stanza rhythm for the trochaic tetrameter lacks the precision of
previous studies, because, given the relatively small number of quintains, it was nec essary to take all the poems in our sample employing that meter, whatever their
rhyme pattern. Strikingly, however, the overall stanza rhythm for this meter resembles the main pattern in trochaic tetrameter quatrains. Gasparov observed a tendency for a wave-like pattern in the stressing for the trochaic poems (as opposed to
the gradual decline in stressing over the entire stanza when poems were written in
iambic tetrameter). The first line is again the strongest, but the third has heavier
stressing than the second, and then the fourth line once more has the lightest stressing (Gasparov 1989: 136, 138). For the trochaic tetrameter quintains, in our corpus
there is similarly a falling off from the first line to the second, then a moderate rise on
the third, followed by a decline in stressing on the fourth—and in this instance on the
fifth and last line as well.
Gasparov provided only preliminary data for iambic pentameter quatrains, which, at
least in the 19th century, resembled the stanza rhythm found in iambic tetrameter
poems: they maintained the most frequent stressing on the first line and the least
stressing on the fourth, with the second and third lines essentially equal. Here too the
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AbAAb stanza / I4 / All periods
(34 poems, 139 stanzas, 695 lines)
AbAAb stanza / I4 / 19th C.
(20 poems, 78 stanzas, 390 lines)
AbAAb sanza / I4 / Silver Age
(13 poems, 58 stanzas, 290 lines)
All forms / X4 / Silver Age
(25 poems, 116 stanzas, 580 lines)
All forms / I5 / All periods
(28 poems, 139 stanzas)
All forms / I5 / 19th C.
(8 poems, 48 stanzas, 240 lines)
All forms / I5 / Silver Age
(8 poems, 42 stanzas, 210 lines
All forms / I5 / Post 1920-poets
(12 poems, 49 stanzas 245 lines)

Average stressing on each line in stanza
1
2
3
4
5
3.35
3.31
3.19
3.09
3.06
3.33

3.28

3.13

3.05

2.97

3.36

3.40

3.29

3.14

3.19

3.23

3.00

3.08

2.99

2.85

4.07

3.99

3.95

3.97

3.85

4.13

4.13

4.00

4.08

3.88

4.00

4.10

3.98

4.00

3.93

4.08

3.78

3.90

3.84

3.76

TAB. 5: Stanza rhythm

overall picture for the quintain resembles that for the quatrain: the most frequent
stressing is at the beginning of the stanza and the least frequent at the end, with the
middle lines all roughly equal. There are notable differences from period to period,
however, with the earlier verse showing somewhat stronger than expected stressing
on the second line, while the most recent poets create more of a wave-like pattern,
mirroring that found in the trochaic tetrameter poems. However, these variations
from the overall pattern could be explained by the small number of stanzas being
examined for each period; the overall figures for the iambic pentameter suggest that
5-line stanzas behave much like quatrains in terms of stanza rhythm, and in any case
are similarly consistent in stressing the first line of the stanza most frequently and
the last lines least frequently.

6

Conclusion

A close study of quintains reveals that they have a discernible and unique history
among the stanza forms employed by Russian poets. At first glance 5-line stanzas can
present a seemingly monotonous picture: only four of the ten possible patterns based
on two rhymes have enjoyed even moderate usage and just one of the four, the ABAAB
form, predominates over all others. However, 5-line stanzas have evolved significantly, with the ABAAB form achieving its peak popularity during the 19th century,
when the modern quintain was first emerging as a distinct verse form. During the Silver Age both the varieties of clausulae within that basic rhyme pattern and the types
of patterns in use expanded, while several poets came to use 5-line stanzas that were
linked together, sometimes in quite imaginative ways. In more recent times it became
more difficult to pick out any one or two types of quintain as dominant; instead, sev -
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eral combinations of rhyme scheme and clausulae are employed almost equally. Furthermore, although linked stanzas have become less common, a given poem may
freely mix various kinds of quintains—including many less common types. Poets
seem to have become bolder in their use of this stanza, both in terms of exploiting
previously rare rhyme patterns and in terms of not being bound to any one pattern
for an entire poem. However, even though the increasingly varied rhyme schemes
indicate a growing level of comfort in using this form, the associated meters and
stanza rhythms suggest that poets still sense 5-line stanzas as somewhat exotic. Thus
they seem reluctant to alter the basic stanza rhythm or to combine it with the full
range of meters found in modern Russian verse. Until a leading poet, or group of
poets, brings the quintain into greater prominence, this is likely to remain the case.
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